Susan Rothenberg Paintings Drawings Michael Auping
presentation by amy oestreicher susan rothenberg - susan rothenberg a contemporary painter - born in
1945 in buffalo, ny - lives and works in new mexico, usa - her first solo exhibition was at 112 greene street
gallery in 1975 o three large horse paintings - one of the most innovative and independent artists of the
contemporary period. - compared with “georgia o’keefe” - influenced and challenged by her physical
surroundings as she is by ... biography susan rothenberg 8sep18 - grimmgallery - 1992 susan
rothenberg, paintings and drawings, 1974-1992, albright-knox art gallery, buffalo, ny (us) susan rothenberg
prints, des moines art center, des moines, ia (us) for immediate release susan rothenberg - survey at the
museo de arte contemporáneo in monterrey, mexico (1996-1997); “susan rothenberg: paintings from the 90’s”
at the museum of fine arts, boston (1999); and an exhibition of drawings and prints at the herbert f. sperone
westwater – new gallery on the bowery new gallery - the paintings are shown alongside an installation of
kuitca’s vintage and ... renowned american artists bruce nauman and susan rothenberg have been with
sperone westwater since 1975 and 1987, respectively. they are joined by established and internationallyrecognized artists, including guillermo kuitca, richard long, malcolm morley, evan penny, william wegman and
not vital, as well as a ... sperone westwater 257 bowery new york 10002 t + 1 212 999 ... - 1992-94
“susan rothenberg, paintings and drawings, 1974-1992,” albright-knox art gallery, buffalo, ny, 14 november
1992 – 3 january 1993; hirshhorn museum and sculpture garden, rothenberg bio 535 - gemini at joni weyl
- "susan rothenberg: selected drawings and important prints," greg kucera gallery, seattle, 2–24 december
1994 "new paintings and drawings," sperone westwater, new york, 29 october–17 december 1994 the
museum of modern art acquires more than 170 key ... - comprising 12 paintings, 16 drawings and eight
prints, provide a sweeping overview of his oeuvre from 1938 to 1980, but concentrates in particular on the
bold narrative style guston developed in the last decade of his life. exhibition showcases highlights from
recent gift of ... - paintings, sculpture, drawings, and prints selected from edward r. broida's recent gift to
the museum of 175 works of art. the acquisition of these works, which were selected by the museum’s
curatorial staff at the invitation of mr. broida, dramatically enhances the museum’s holdings of many artists
and introduces important works by several artists new to the moma collection. more than 30 ... sam
mcpeters b.f.a painting - virb - susan rothenberg joan simon thinking is form : the drawings of joseph beuys
ann temkin and bernice rose mariam stephan associate professor the reenchantment of art suzi gablik painting
as model yve-alain bois abstraction and empathy : a contribution to the psychology of style wilhelm worringer
the duino elegies rainer maria rilke we wish to inform you that tomorrow we will be killed with our ... first
temporary exhibition in moma’s new sixth-floor ... - the exceptions are works by susan rothenberg and
frank stella. in 1987, mr. marron in 1987, mr. marron commissioned both of these artists to create works for
the company’s headquarters in new york. hirshhorn museum and sculpture garden exhibition archive hirshhorn museum and sculpture garden exhibition archive date exhibition title organized by 10/8/09 – 1/3/10
anne truitt: perception and reflection hirshhorn museum and sculpture garden exhibition archive hirshhorn museum and sculpture garden exhibition archive date exhibition title organized by 2/27/03 - 5/18/03
gerhard richter: forty years of painting jack rutberg fine arts - “acquisitions” of paintings, drawings, prints,
and sculpture. highlights of this large show span the dawn of modern art, with works by francisco goya,
toulouse lautrec, matisse and vlaminck as well as other modern masters.
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